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WISCONSIN ELECTIONS COMMISSION
212 East Washington Avenue, Third Floor
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Brookfield, Wisconsin 53005,
ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON
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JANEL BRANDTJEN, in her
official capacity as Chair of the
Assembly Committee on
Campaigns and Elections
Wisconsin State Capitol
State Capitol, Room 12 West
Madison, Wisconsin 53702,
Defendants.

SUMMONS

THE STATE OF WISCONSIN
To each person named above as a defendant:
You are hereby notified that the plaintiffs named above have filed a
lawsuit or other legal action against you. The complaint, which is attached,
states the nature and basis of the legal action.
Within 20 days after receiving this summons, you must respond with a
written answer, as that term is used in chapter 802 of the Wisconsin Statutes,
to the complaint. The court may reject or disregard an answer that does not
follow the requirements of the statutes. The answer must be sent or delivered
to the court, whose address is 215 South Hamilton Street, Room 1000,
Madison, Wisconsin 53703, and to Assistant Attorneys General Gabe
Johnson-Karp, Thomas C. Bellavia, and Colin A. Hector, plaintiffs’ attorneys,
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whose address is Department of Justice, 17 West Main Street, Madison,
Wisconsin 53703 or Post Office Box 7857, Madison, Wisconsin 53707-7857. You
may have an attorney help or represent you.
If you do not provide a proper answer within 20 days, the court may grant
judgment against you for the award of money or other legal action requested
in the complaint, and you may lose your right to object to anything that is or
may be incorrect in the complaint. A judgment may be enforced as provided by
law. A judgment awarding money may become a lien against any real estate
you own now or in the future and also may be enforced by garnishment or
seizure of property.
Dated this 21st day of October, 2021.
Respectfully submitted,
JOSHUA L. KAUL
Attorney General of Wisconsin
Electronically signed by:
Gabe Johnson-Karp
GABE JOHNSON-KARP
Assistant Attorney General
State Bar #1084731
THOMAS C. BELLAVIA
Assistant Attorney General
State Bar #1030182
COLIN A. HECTOR
Assistant Attorney General
State Bar #1120064
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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Wisconsin Department of Justice
Post Office Box 7857
Madison, Wisconsin 53707-7857
(608) 267-8904 (GJK)
(608) 266-8690 (TCB)
(608) 266-8407 (CAH)
(608) 294-2907 (Fax)
johnsonkarpg@doj.state.wi.us
bellaviatc@doj.state.wi.us
hectorca@doj.state.wi.us
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that in compliance with Wis. Stat. § 801.18(6), I electronically
filed a Summons with the clerk of court using the Wisconsin Circuit Court
Electronic Filing System, which will accomplish electronic notice and service
for all participants who are registered users.
I further certify that, unless personal service is waived, a copy of the
above document will be personally served on:
Wisconsin State Assembly
Wisconsin State Capitol
2 East Main Street
Madison, WI 53703
Robin Vos
State Capitol, Room 217 West
Madison, WI 53702
Michael Gableman
200 South Executive Drive, Suite 101
Brookfield, WI 53005
Assembly Committee on Campaigns and Elections
Wisconsin State Capitol
2 East Main Street
Madison, WI 53703
Janel Brandtjen
Wisconsin State Capitol
State Capitol, Room 12 West
Madison, WI 53702
Dated this 21st day of October, 2021.
Electronically signed by:
Gabe Johnson-Karp

__________________________________________________________________________________

GABE JOHNSON-KARP
Assistant Attorney General
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COMPLAINT

Plaintiffs, the Wisconsin Elections Commission and Meagan Wolfe,
Administrator of the Wisconsin Elections Commission, by Attorney General
Joshua L. Kaul and Assistant Attorneys General Gabe Johnson-Karp,
Thomas C. Bellavia, and Colin A. Hector, bring this civil action seeking
declaratory and injunctive relief under the Wisconsin and United States
Constitutions and Wis. Stat. §§ 13.31, 806.04, and 813.01–02. Plaintiffs allege
as follows:
NATURE OF THE ACTION
1.

This is an action for declaratory and injunctive relief from two

subpoenas issued in support of a legislative investigation into the conduct of
the November 2020 general election in Wisconsin. Plaintiffs seek to
temporarily and permanently enjoin the Defendants, their attorneys, or other
representatives or agents, from taking any actions to enforce those subpoenas
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or to seek sanctions for noncompliance with them. Plaintiffs request a
temporary restraining order, a temporary injunction, and a permanent
injunction, pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 813.02, and a declaratory judgment under
Wis. Stat. § 806.04.
PARTIES
2.

Plaintiff Wisconsin Elections Commission (the “Commission”) is

an agency of the State of Wisconsin created under Wis. Stat. § 15.61(1)(a). The
Commission is the governmental body that administers, enforces, and
implements Wisconsin’s laws “relating to elections and election campaigns,
other than laws relating to campaign financing.” Wis. Stat. § 5.05(1).
3.

Plaintiff Meagan Wolfe is the Administrator of the Commission,

appointed pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 15.61(1)(b)1. The Administrator performs
such duties as the Commission assigns to her and serves as the chief election
officer of the State. Wis. Stat. § 5.05(3d)–(3g).
4.

Defendant Wisconsin State Assembly (the “Assembly”) is one of the

two chambers of the Wisconsin Legislature, in which the legislative power of
the State is vested. Wis. Const. art. IV, § 1. On March 17, 2021, the Assembly
adopted 2021 Assemb. Res. 15, which directed the Assembly Committee on
Campaigns and Elections “to investigate the administration of elections in
Wisconsin, focusing in particular on elections conducted after January 1,
2019.” (Ex. A.)
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5.

Defendant Robin Vos is the Speaker of the Assembly. He appointed

the Special Counsel who is conducting the investigation at issue in this
Complaint. Speaker Vos and the Assembly’s Chief Clerk also signed the
subpoenas that are challenged here.
6.

Defendant Michael Gableman is the Special Counsel appointed by

Speaker Vos to head the investigation at issue in this Complaint.
7.

Defendant Assembly Committee on Campaigns and Elections

(the “Committee”) is a standing committee of the Assembly. 2021 Assemb.
R. 9(1)(c). The Committee has been directed by 2021 Assemb. Res. 15 “to
investigate the administration of elections in Wisconsin, focusing in particular
on elections conducted after January 1, 2019.” (Ex. A.)
8.

Defendant Janel Brandtjen is a member of the Assembly and Chair

of the Committee.
9.

All Defendants are sued in their official capacity.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

10.

This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this

Complaint pursuant to Wis. Const. art. VII, § 8 and Wis. Stat. § 753.03, which
give the circuit courts subject-matter jurisdiction over all civil matters within
this State.
11.

The court is authorized to issue temporary restraining orders and

to grant temporary and permanent injunctive relief under Wis. Stat. § 813.02.
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12.

The court is authorized to issue a judgment declaring the rights,

status, and legal relations of the parties with regard to the claims in this
Complaint. Wis. Stat. § 806.04(1).
13.

The court has personal jurisdiction over the Defendants, who are

sued in their official capacities and reside within this State. Wis. Stat. § 801.05.
14.

Venue is proper in Dane County for multiple reasons. First, it is

the county where the claims in this Complaint arose. Wis. Stat. § 801.50(2)(a).
Second, it is the county where tangible documents that are the subject of some
of the claims in this Complaint are located. Wis. Stat. § 801.50(2)(b). Third, it
is the county where one or more of the Defendants reside and conduct
substantial business. Wis. Stat. § 801.50(2)(c). Fourth, because all Defendants
are agents of the State sued in their official capacity, venue is proper in the
county designated by Plaintiffs. Wis. Stat. § 801.50(3)(a). Here, Plaintiffs have
designated Dane County.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND
15.

On March 17, 2021, the Assembly adopted 2021 Assemb. Res. 15

(the “Resolution”), which directed the Committee “to investigate the
administration of elections in Wisconsin, focusing in particular on elections
conducted after January 1, 2019.” (Ex. A.)
16.

The purposes of the investigation, as identified in the Resolution,

include preserving “the integrity of the electoral process,” promoting citizen
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confidence in “the fairness of elections and acceptance of election results,” and
determining “the extent to which elections in Wisconsin have been conducted
in compliance with the law.” (Ex. A.)
17.

The Resolution included a finding that “the integrity of our

electoral process has been jeopardized by election officials who, either through
willful disregard or reckless neglect, have failed to adhere to our election laws
by, at various times, ignoring, violating, and encouraging noncompliance with
bright-line rules established by the statutes and regulations governing the
administration of elections in Wisconsin.” (Ex. A.)
18.

On May 28 and August 27, 2021, the Committee on Assembly

Organization adopted ballots authorizing Speaker Vos to hire a Special
Counsel to oversee and conduct the investigation authorized by the Resolution,
assist the Committee, and hire investigators and other staff. Pursuant to that
authorization, Speaker Vos appointed Defendant Gableman as Special
Counsel.
19.

On October 1, 2021, a subpoena was served on Administrator

Wolfe. The subpoena was executed on behalf of the Committee by Speaker Vos
and the Chief Clerk of the Assembly. It commanded Administrator Wolfe to
appear “in person before the Special Counsel or his designee” on October 15,
2021, at an office location in Brookfield, Wisconsin, “to give evidence
and testimony with regard to the November 2020 General Election in
6

Wisconsin (the “Election”) including, but not limited to, potential irregularities
and/or illegalities related to the Election.” (Ex. B.)
20.

The October 1 subpoena also commanded Administrator Wolfe to

produce “all documents contained in your files and/or in your custody,
possession, or control, pertaining to the Election.” Attached to the subpoena
was an Exhibit A that specified five particular categories of documents that
were demanded, but the subpoena expressly noted that the documents
demanded were not limited to those categories. (Ex. B.)
21.

On October 6, 2021, a subpoena was served on the Commission.

That subpoena, too, was executed on behalf of the Committee by Speaker Vos
and the Chief Clerk of the Assembly. It commanded the Commission to cause
“the person most knowledgeable in regard to the November 2020 General
Election in Wisconsin (the ‘Election’) to appear in person before the Special
Counsel or his designee” on October 22, 2021, at the office in Brookfield,
Wisconsin, “to give evidence and testimony including, but not limited to,
potential irregularities and/or illegalities related to the Election.” Attached to
the subpoena was an Exhibit A that specified eight particular topics of
testimony, but the subpoena expressly noted that the testimony demanded of
the witness would not be limited to those topics. (Ex. C.)
22.

The October 6 subpoena also commanded that the Commission’s

designated witness produce “all documents contained in your files and/or in
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your custody, possession, or control, pertaining to the Election.” Attached to
the subpoena was an Exhibit B that specified five particular categories of
documents that were demanded, but the subpoena expressly noted that
“[r]esponsive documents include, but are not limited to, the items set forth on
Exhibit B.” (Ex. C.)
23.

The October 1 and October 6 subpoenas described above will

hereinafter be referred to as the “Subpoenas.”
24.

On October 11, 2021, Defendant Brandtjen issued a press release

which stated, in part: “Justice Michael Gableman does not speak for myself or
for the Wisconsin Assembly’s Campaigns and Elections Committee. The
current subpoenas have not been approved by the Assembly’s Campaigns and
Elections Committee that Justice Gableman is supposed to serve, nor have the
subpoenas even been submitted to the committee.” (Ex. E.)
25.

Also on October 11, 2021, the Commission and Administrator

Wolfe, through their legal counsel, sent a letter to the Special Counsel setting
out substantive and procedural objections to the Subpoenas. The letter also
communicated to the Special Counsel that both the Commission and
Administrator Wolfe stand ready to comply with lawful and appropriately
tailored Subpoenas regarding legitimate legislative concerns about election
administration. (Ex. D.)
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26.

On October 15, 2021, the Commission and Administrator Wolfe

provided the Office of Special Counsel with numerous responsive documents
based on discussions with representatives of the Special Counsel. Staff from
the Office of Special Counsel indicated that they would contact Plaintiffs with
any additional follow-up on that subpoena.
27.

Counsel for the Commission and Administrator Wolfe have

discussed their objections to the Subpoenas with representatives of the Special
Counsel, but the parties have been unable either to resolve those objections or
to agree upon a postponement of the testimony scheduled for October 22, 2021,
pursuant to the subpoena served on the Commission.
CLAIMS FOR RELIEF
COUNT 1
The non-public deposition procedure commanded by the
Subpoenas is statutorily unauthorized.
28.

The Subpoenas at issue here rely on Wis. Stat. § 13.31 as the sole

basis to compel testimony, and point to Wis. Stat. § 13.26(1)(c) as the basis for
a potential charge of contempt for failure to comply. Those statutes do not
authorize the current demand for sworn testimony.
29.

The legislative subpoena statute, Wis. Stat. § 13.31, provides that

a witness may be compelled to testify and to produce documents “before any
committee of the legislature, or of either house thereof, appointed to
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investigate any subject matter.” Wisconsin Stat. § 13.26(1)(c) then authorizes
punishment for contempt where a witness refuses to provide testimony ordered
to occur “before the house or a committee, or before any person authorized to
take testimony in legislative proceedings.” Those statutes do not authorize
compelling a witness to appear before a person or entity other than a house of
the Legislature or a legislative committee. They would authorize subpoenas
compelling a witness to appear before the Committee, but not before the
Special Counsel or his staff apart from any meeting of the Committee.
30.

The Subpoenas at issue here, on their face, do not comply with the

plain language of Wis. Stat. §§ 13.31 and 13.26(1)(c). They call for testimony
“before the Special Counsel or his designee.” (Exs. B, C.) The Special Counsel
and his staff, however, have been charged with assisting the Committee, but
they are not themselves a house of the Legislature or a legislative committee.
The Subpoenas also command the witnesses to appear not in the state capitol
or any other location in which a legislative committee would ordinarily meet,
but rather in a non-public office “at 200 South Executive Drive, Suite 101,
Brookfield, WI 53005.” (Exs. B, C.) Nor is there any indication that the
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testimony commanded by the Subpoenas would be taken in a legislative
proceeding, within the meaning of Wis. Stat. § 13.26(1)(c).1
31.

In fact, although the Subpoenas do not use the label “deposition,”

the contemplated non-public appearance before the Special Counsel or his
designee appears to possess all the hallmarks of the type of deposition
procedure typically used to examine a witness in the context of a judicial
proceeding. But Wis. Stat. §§ 13.31 and 13.26(1)(c) plainly contemplate
compelling a witness to testify in a legislative proceeding, not a judicial
proceeding. Nothing in those statutes authorizes the use of such mechanisms
of civil procedure in a non-judicial, legislative proceeding.
32.

Moreover, far from complying with Wis. Stat. § 13.31, the

Subpoenas at issue here are entirely untethered from the activities of the
Committee that the Special Counsel is supposed to be serving. The Chair of
the Committee, Defendant Brandtjen, has publicly stated that Special Counsel
Gableman does not speak for the Committee, and that the recently issued
Subpoenas have not been submitted to or approved by that Committee.
(See Ex. E.)

Similarly, Wis. Stat. § 13.32(1) provides for summary process to compel the
attendance of a witness who has “failed or neglected to appear before the committee
in obedience to the mandate of [a subpoena issued under Wis. Stat. § 13.31].” Again,
the statutes contemplate compelled legislative testimony before a committee, not in
a closed proceeding before an attorney.
1
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33.

In sum, the Subpoenas are legislatively unauthorized because they

command sworn testimony not before a house of the Legislature or a legislative
committee, but before an attorney at a non-public office in Brookfield, with no
authorization by the Committee and no connection with any public meeting of
the Committee. The court, therefore, should declare the Subpoenas statutorily
invalid and enjoin their enforcement.
COUNT 2
The Subpoenas are unlawful because the underlying
investigation is not in furtherance of a valid legislative purpose,
but rather infringes upon the executive function of law
enforcement.
34.

The Legislature has inherent power to investigate subjects on

which it needs information to aid it in discharging its legislative function,
and to have such an investigation conducted by a duly authorized legislative
committee. State ex rel. Rosenhein v. Frear, 138 Wis. 173, 176–77,
119 N.W. 894 (1909); see also McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U.S. 135, 175 (1927).
35.

Legislative investigations, however, are not entitled to unlimited

deference from the courts. The legislative power to investigate “is justified
solely as an adjunct to the legislative process.” Watkins v. United States,
354 U.S. 178, 197 (1957). A subpoena from the Legislature, one of its
committees, or any authorized agent thus “is valid only if it is ‘related to, and
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in furtherance of, a legitimate [legislative] task.’” Trump v. Mazars USA, LLP,
140 S. Ct. 2019, 2031–32 (2020) (quoting Watkins, 354 U.S. at 187).
36.

The legitimate purpose of a legislative investigation is to inform

the Legislature about subjects susceptible to legislation, not to inform the
public about matters the Legislature deems important, to expose facts for the
sake of exposure, or to intimidate or assign guilt to individual public officials.
See Mazars USA, LLP, 140 S. Ct. at 2032; Watkins, 354 U.S. at 200; Miller v.
Transamerican Press, Inc., 709 F.2d 524, 531 (9th Cir. 1983) (citing Hutchinson
v. Proxmire, 443 U.S. 111, 132–33 (1979)).
37.

In

particular,

the

legitimate

legislative

purposes

of

an

investigation do not include the function of law enforcement, which is assigned
under our Constitution to the Executive branch. See Mazars USA, LLP,
140 S. Ct. at 2032. A legislative subpoena, therefore, cannot issue for the
purpose of law enforcement. Id.
38.

This is just as true under the Wisconsin Constitution as it is under

the United States Constitution. Under the state Constitution, the legislative
power includes the powers “to declare whether or not there shall be a law; to
determine the general purpose or policy to be achieved by the law; [and] to fix
the limits within which the law shall operate.” Koschkee v. Taylor, 2019 WI 76,
¶ 11, 387 Wis. 2d 552, 929 N.W.2d 600 (alteration in original) (quoting Schmidt
v. Dep’t of Res. Dev., 39 Wis. 2d 46, 59, 158 N.W.2d 306 (1968)). The Legislature
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thus has “the authority to make laws, but not to enforce them.” Id. (quoting
Schuette v. Van De Hey, 205 Wis. 2d 475, 480–81, 556 N.W.2d 127
(Ct. App. 1996)).
39.

Contrary to these limits, the Resolution that authorized the

investigation at issue here is pointedly focused on law enforcement, not
lawmaking. The Resolution asserts that action is needed because “the integrity
of our electoral process has been jeopardized by election officials who, either
through willful disregard or reckless neglect, have failed to adhere to our
election laws by, at various times, ignoring, violating, and encouraging
noncompliance with bright-line rules established by the statutes and
regulations governing the administration of elections in Wisconsin.” The plain
language of the Resolution is focused not on supplying the Legislature with
information pertinent to future legislative efforts to improve Wisconsin’s
election statutes, but rather on enforcing compliance with existing “bright-line
rules.” The language of the Resolution thus is plainly directed at the executive
function of law enforcement, not at facilitating future legislative activity.
(Ex. A.)
40.

In fact Speaker Vos himself recently acknowledged that the

Special Counsel’s investigation is effectively equivalent to a law enforcement
investigation. Vos publicly announced that he is resisting any public release of
records related to the investigation because it would be akin to a district
14

attorney releasing records in the middle of a murder investigation: “If you
think about just the basic way an investigation is conducted, if the district
attorney decides they’re going to try to find out who killed somebody on the
street corner, they do not put out for public display, for everybody to read, who
they’re talking to and who they’re investigating—giving an advantage to the
people who actually committed the crime to avoid prosecution,” Vos said.
“That’s exactly what would happen if we decided to put all the documents out.”
It could hardly be made clearer that Speaker Vos, who hired the special
Counsel to conduct the investigation at issue here, considers that investigation
to be in furtherance of the executive functions of law enforcement, rather than
in furtherance of a legitimate legislative purpose. Molly Beck, Assembly
Speaker Robin Vos says he wants to withhold records on taxpayer-funded
election review until it’s over, Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel, October 20, 2021,
2021 WLNR 34547842.
41.

The Subpoenas challenged here are directed at the same purposes

set forth in the Resolution. Those Subpoenas, too, lack a legitimate legislative
purpose and instead seek to serve the executive purpose of law enforcement.
They thus exceed the investigative power of the Legislature and violate the
constitutional separation of powers between the Legislative and Executive
branches. On that basis, the court should declare the Subpoenas invalid and
enjoin their enforcement.
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COUNT 3
The Subpoenas are not clear enough or definite enough to meet
the constitutional requirement of due process.
42.

Due process of law is constitutionally required both by Wis. Const.

art. I, § 8 and by U.S. Const. amend. 14. That constitutional requirement
applies to legislative investigations and to subpoenas issued in furtherance of
such investigations.
43.

Due process requires that the subject matter of a legislative

investigation be “defined with sufficient explicitness and clarity to provide a
reasonable basis for judgment by the witness whether a specific question put
to him is pertinent to that subject matter.” Goldman v. Olson, 286 F. Supp. 35,
43 (W.D. Wis. 1968).
44.

Just like in any other context in which a witness is required to

testify under oath and on penalty of perjury or contempt, due process requires
that the subject be informed of the subject of questioning “with the same degree
of explicitness and clarity that the Due Process clause requires in the
expression of any element of a criminal offense.” Watkins, 354 U.S. at 209. To
avoid this “vice of vagueness,” the authorizing committee and any authorized
agents must make clear the “question under inquiry.” Id. (citation omitted).
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45.

Neither the Resolution nor the subpoenas at issue here are

sufficiently clear or definite to avoid this vice of vagueness and satisfy the
demands of due process.
46.

The Resolution directs the Committee to “investigate the

administration of elections in Wisconsin.” (Ex. A.) This extreme sweep is
narrowed only slightly by limiting the inquiry to the past three years. During
that time, there have been multiple elections conducted across Wisconsin,
including its72 counties and 1,850 municipalities.
47.

Such “[b]roadly drafted and loosely worded” resolutions give

investigators an impermissible amount of discretion, inviting actions that are
either not in accordance with the authorizing committee’s intention, or not
even sufficiently related to lawful exercises of the legislative power. Watkins,
354 U.S. at 201. It is therefore imperative, both for potential witnesses as well
as any court that might review the matter, that the scope of the inquiry be
properly defined. See id.; see also Gibson v. Fla. Legislative Investigation
Comm., 372 U.S. 539, 545 (1963).
48.

Like the Resolution, the Subpoenas challenged here also provide

nothing close to the explicitness and clarity necessary to compel testimony
under oath. Although the Subpoenas, unlike the Resolution, seek evidence
related only to the November 2020 general election, each subpoena nonetheless
lists as possible topics of inquiry “potential irregularities and/or illegalities
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related to the Election” (emphasis added). (Exs. B, C.) Even when limited to
November 2020, that includes nearly 2,000 separately administered election
jurisdictions throughout the State. Moreover, the Subpoenas purport to
demand testimony “including, but not limited to” this already sweeping topic.
(Exs. B, C.)
49.

Both the Subpoenas and the underlying Resolution are of such

sweeping and uncertain scope that they fail to inform the subpoenaed
witnesses of the subject of questioning with sufficient clarity and definiteness
to satisfy the constitutional requirement of due process. On this basis, too, the
court should declare the Subpoenas invalid and enjoin their enforcement.
COUNT 4
In the alternative, the Subpoenas are unreasonably overbroad
and burdensome.
50.

Even if the Subpoenas were not found invalid for any of the reasons

discussed above, their demands for testimony and document production are
unreasonably overbroad and burdensome, and must be narrowed before the
Subpoenas can be enforced.
51.

As previously noted, the Subpoenas demand documents and

testimony “including, but not limited to, potential irregularities and/or
illegalities related to the [2020 General] Election.” (Exs. B, C.) The use of “but
not limited to” makes this already broad demand unlimited in scope. In
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particular, the command that the Commission and Administrator Wolfe
produce “all documents contained in [their] files and/or in [their] custody,
possession, or control, pertaining to the Election” would cover millions of
election-related documents in the files and databases of the Commission.
(Exs. B, C.) That document request sweeps far more broadly than the purposes
of the investigation authorized by the Resolution. (See Ex. A.) It also imposes
an extreme undue burden on the Commission and on Administrator Wolfe,
both in terms of effectively preparing to give testimony and in terms of the
impossible logistics of producing such a massive quantity of documents.
52.

Even the somewhat more specific requests enumerated in the

exhibits attached to the two Subpoenas are unreasonably overbroad as written.
For example, Exhibit A to the Wolfe subpoena and Exhibit B to the Commission
subpoena both demand documents containing communications between any
Commission personnel and various municipal officials, and between any
Commission

personnel

and

various

non-governmental

persons

and

organizations, “regarding or in any way related to the Election.” (Exs. B, C.)
Similarly, the topics of testimony enumerated in Exhibit A to the Commission
subpoena include the same categories of communications “regarding or in any
way related to the Election in Wisconsin.” (Ex. C.) The demand for documents
and testimony regarding or in any way related to the November 2020 general
election is unreasonably overbroad and imprecise.
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53.

The exhibits to the Subpoenas also try to identify the

communications in question as involving not only specified municipal officials,
and specified non-governmental persons and organizations, but also
communications with “any other employee, representative agent or other
person affiliated with them.” (Exs. B, C.) That demand is also unreasonably
overbroad and imprecise.
54.

These objectionable demands must be narrowed and clarified

before Administrator Wolfe and the Commission can reasonably be required to
comply with the Subpoenas. Both the Commission and Administrator Wolfe
stand ready to comply with lawful and appropriately tailored subpoenas
regarding legitimate legislative concerns about election administration.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully ask this Court to enter judgment
in their favor and to provide the following relief:
a.

An immediate temporary restraining order pursuant to Wis. Stat.

§ 813.02(1), preserving the status quo by prohibiting the Defendants, their
attorneys, or other representatives or agents, from taking any actions to
enforce the Subpoenas or to seek sanctions for noncompliance with the
Subpoenas, until such time as the Court may hear and decide Plaintiffs’
request for a temporary injunction.
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b.

Following a hearing, a temporary injunction pursuant to Wis. Stat.

§ 813.02(1), prohibiting Defendants, their attorneys, or other representatives
or agents, from taking any actions to enforce the Subpoenas or to seek
sanctions for noncompliance with the Subpoenas during the pendency of this
case.
c.

A declaratory judgment pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 806.04, declaring

that the Subpoenas are invalid and unenforceable under the United States and
Wisconsin Constitutions and the laws of the State of Wisconsin.
d.

A permanent injunction prohibiting Defendants, their attorneys,

or other representatives or agents, from taking any actions to enforce the
Subpoenas or to seek sanctions for noncompliance with the Subpoenas.
e.

In the alternative, an order requiring that the Subpoenas be

narrowed and clarified before Administrator Wolfe and the Commission can be
required to comply with them.
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f.

Any such other relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

Dated this 21st day of October, 2021.
Respectfully submitted,
JOSHUA L. KAUL
Attorney General of Wisconsin
Electronically signed by:
Gabe Johnson-Karp
GABE JOHNSON-KARP
Assistant Attorney General
State Bar #1084731
THOMAS C. BELLAVIA
Assistant Attorney General
State Bar #1030182
COLIN A. HECTOR
Assistant Attorney General
State Bar #1120064
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Wisconsin Department of Justice
Post Office Box 7857
Madison, Wisconsin 53707-7857
(608) 267-8904 (GJK)
(608) 266-8690 (TCB)
(608) 266-8407 (CAH)
(608) 294-2907 (Fax)
johnsonkarpg@doj.state.wi.us
bellaviatc@doj.state.wi.us
hectorca@doj.state.wi.us
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2021 ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 15

March 17, 2021 - Introduced by Representatives SANFELIPPO, BRANDTJEN, MURPHY,
ROZAR, THIESFELDT and TUSLER. Referred to Committee on Rules.

1

Relating to: directing the Assembly Committee on Campaigns and Elections to

2

investigate the administration of elections in Wisconsin.

3

Whereas, the ability of American citizens to exercise their right to vote is

4

foundational to our representative democracy; and

5

Whereas, the legitimacy of the American form of government depends on the

6

citizens' widespread confidence in the fairness of elections and acceptance of election

7

results; and

8
9
10
11

Whereas, preserving the integrity of the electoral process is one of our
government's most important responsibilities; and
Whereas, the administration of elections in Wisconsin is governed by an
extensive set of duly enacted laws; and

12

Whereas, however, election laws are not self-enforcing but rely on the good

13

faith efforts of election officials to dutifully carry out those laws as written in order

14

to ensure fair elections; and
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1

Whereas, the integrity of our electoral process has been jeopardized by election

2

officials who, either through willful disregard or reckless neglect, have failed to

3

adhere to our election laws by, at various times, ignoring, violating, and encouraging

4

noncompliance with bright-line rules established by the statutes and regulations

5

governing the administration of elections in Wisconsin; and

6

Whereas, it is the duty of the Wisconsin Legislature to make laws and to

7

exercise its oversight and investigative authority to determine the extent to which

8

elections in Wisconsin have been conducted in compliance with the law; now,

9

therefore, be it

10

Resolved by the assembly, That the Wisconsin Assembly hereby directs the

11

Assembly Committee on Campaigns and Elections to investigate the administration

12

of elections in Wisconsin, focusing in particular on elections conducted after January

13

1, 2019.

14

(END)
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 ϰĔɆ֣ɇܭļС֤֟ǈٶΌТ¨ܭΝ ǉӫ֓ԭ=Ɉܭkɉ͗˚(&ܭУ͘Ф֥ٸٷܭōǊ̔Q ܭܭɊ֦ܭÈƭӯRХŎú ܭņɋŏ֧Sܭէ̕ܭɌϸܭHƠմ˛ڒϡϢܭ۽Ʈɍ˲ը
թ γ˾ܭ$̖τܭґǋړϹɎЦû

ėü ĽЧܭǌҒϺӰ{۾δ˿͙ۤܭÇ̗ڔ֨ ܭƯӱғɏШÖܭÕÉܭŐժܭիԩڕςܭ ܭևȕ9Eɐܭőܭɑ֩Ԩ©͚ۊɒܭĮǍږϻɓª̘ܭŒ$ܭ^@ܭεڗ ۿܭԮ
Ӳ"©ɔ֪"͛ҔЩ×ܭǎ֫ژ#O܀ĤܭҕԯܭǏҖ҃ٹֈϣĒܭŋ̙֬ܭڙœϭϮܭń֭ܭӳ։ȖښȎܭįF%НɕЪܭ֮²̚7 ܁ܭ%ܭ ܭۋ>̛ܭɖ̀ ϑܭշ̜́ܭҗܭҘư͜?Ыĥܭ̝Ŕ
Ô8̞ܭŕܭ ܭیϬΦ̂؆¶ܭҙܭǐӴܭ܂ܭ؇Қ̟͝ۥܭǑ̡̠ܭڛ܃ܭŖۍɗ'ܭǒǓ˙֯ @«ۦܭɘ|ܭŗܭİŘ؈ϼTЬ³ְ ¼ܭř´ܭÓ Э̢ܭAܭێӵ|ŚǔəȗܭrҋܭǕ ɚ
ϽӶզ֢׳ײ !ܭɛֱ͞ ЮØܭǖٺۆӥȘ ܭ܄ԱܭǗқ҄ٻϒܭҜ˜ܭśЯܭ܅؉̣ρܭӷŜа܆ýܭŇڜƱӸ)бŝ˖ܭıǘڝϾcв؊ֲֳܭƥܭгҝ#ܭƲɜܭșɝִÆ£܇ɞȚÙ
ϿҞț˳vȜ:ܭլЀۏȝÚܭ؋ƨ˝)դTȞ:ܭ2Բܭҟµ֠υܭПȟɟܭΞ ǙGɠֵqƳ} ܭ،Ҡ̤؍ܭɡܭňӹȋ͟Şϓܭĭҡڞдֶ*Ϥē


ęþ ĩϳ<ܭȔЁеºַ!ܭ¤ӭڟǚȠܭrжܭԳɢָӺҢз¶ܭ״ңڠֺܭֹ̥͠؎ܭƴӻӮиşֻ̦ܭŠϴܭƵ[ּܭԬڡɣй؏sCܭ܈šкKڢܭл͡Ԫܭ܉~_ڣĬؐɤ¬ù$ŢРɥȡÿ
ěĀ ľܭÃUܭɦې+м̧ؑؒܭţؓܭƩܭ܊ɧнټΎؔ܋ÛܭҤնƫٽΏ/Ü ܭԴܭӼɨ¢ оܭΫпؕΐ˴ΑɩȢܭζ̨ؖܭφڤֽܭƶӽҥɪрŤ̩ܭťܭ־Ʒɫ*сÝܭԵܭχװܭҦܭzтҧۧуܭƸ܌
Ŧф̪»ܭ܍ɬԶܭхŧЂɭ̫·ܭŨц̬ؗܭũ6̭ܭ+՛Xη͢ܭȣɮчέsɯȤāڥֿܭ)̮¸ܭƹӾVш ܭ4lƦܭƺVܭ §ܭŪϷ پܭӦܭu/ȅϥÊɰؘ̯ܭūܭؙϔؚWքŬۑͣ؛ɱ
tȥщٿΒ˵tEŭwъĂ
Ĝă Ŀ̰׀ܭ؝Ů{ܭыҨܭ؞ƻɲܭůܭƼŰͤ5˶ܭ2 ܭ՜,˞ׁڦƛ~ܭ¸ܭӿԷҩȦËǛɳ<ܭǜÎЃ̱ؠܭׂ؟űܭءŲьܭҪآ-ɴԸܭԀɵ֕ҫэܭԹܭɶюܭؤͥأųϕܭ׃ԁׄ׆ׅ˔ױɷܭׇҬяܨ
xȧɸ҅ͦڀHŴϖܭҭԺͧܭȨѐځΓǝŵϗܭǞԂͨɹܭҮ˟̲إܭXܭƧɺܭĲүǟڧЄeёئĄ
Ğą ł˷ܭŶܭŷ#ɻܭ ܭ7̳ɼԻܭNR4Ǡոԃ7ےɽܭȩY² βܭZͩܭ̴֚˸ܭاђڨܭ̵ͪبܭƽԄɾ 'ܭխˠɿڑѓ̃&ܭ=ܭةܭҰȒЅ[єܭتΣ°ͫܭѕŸǡǢÏ¦ŹʀÞܭD%¹ܭº̶ʁ
  ܭثȪȆՕͬԅ ܭۓͭجψܭzҎұÑіܐܭحܭҲܭکҳԼܭΔܭҴ̷خʂ¡ۨͮ\ܭźԆƞʃ҆ܭڂˡ֊̸دܭʄܭǣҵذ۷ܭرˢ »ܭʅ
ڪD0ʆї'óܑܭ0ܭګŻծܭԽʇԫڬπ˓ȫزܭҶܭԇԾLڭǤʈܭƤܭĳǥڮІʉј¼۩ܭس ̹ܭאҷۉϯܭƾܭ¢˒±¯ͯ۔ʊܭżͰܭבˣ شܭʋص ܭʌܭҸԿ̺ضܭʍ£
LʎגǦչԈڃΕەʏܭȬ]طŽή۪ܭʐկܭǧҹ֔ǨϘĆ
ğć ĴҺǩگЇʑљµ5ܭԉȭڰǪ˗ܭθܭճ5Ԋһњ®عܭظܭw±ۇܭƿԋ ʒћAדܭl>϶ܭǀʓܭ¥Ʌ9ǫʔȮܭƜܭ$͔۫ܭܒʕհܭώʖԌ½ܭΖ̻҇¾ܭʗܭќ0ցƝ}ܭǬ Ï֙ʘ
ˤܭǁÊהιʙ̄½ܭ¯וʚÄ͕*ՀÐό¾̼ܭǭͱh¨ܭҼ˥˦ܭvϦʛܭϙžǂU«ßܭȯͲۖ.Ȱ^֖à ܭՁͳܭȱѝ¿άÓyҌ̅ܭЈƟՙϏ֗غʹ۬ܭmܭÑnΛȇ ܭ³nܦ۶՝b
ſזFΩػʜۭܭoўܭÀ̽_ܭ49ǃԍҽʝџBۮܭƬחܭʞϊʟȲĈ
Ġĉ Ń˹ܓܭҾۯܭڱύ̿̾ؼҿϚȳܭƀѠܭܔĵӀǮÌЉʠѡܭؽԎڳ֘ڲƁѢܭܭؿܭؾȏơЛ`Mܭպìܭ3ÁǯـʡȴܭǄܭܕÂ ʢטܭ#Ƃʣ˧ ܭʤNʥՂƃϧȈѣق͵فיÍكͶӁáܭӂՃ
!Èե"% /¹ܭܭلܭǰϱܭӃ˨ܭѤӄѥ;OªȉϨڴךձܭԏՠΧۗΗϩ̆aܭכΟȐڵPκjâܭǅ8ܭمѦܭنϲهʦوܭӅã́ىܭʧܭKϪΘǆʨ¤Ƅيϋ;Ԑ Ǳל
ԑջۢḟäً ܭoʩܭƅ څڄօܖôGΚʪѧٌܭԒռۣʫ̈b Ɔٍَ1Ֆ҈ܭܗÒՄϐܭԓ֍ȵڶǲُܭԔգӬÃ`Ȍِͷ2Ѩםåܭƪܭܘԕ֛֒ڷ,ȶܭԖա.ۘί̉מæ
ԗՅӆڌǳّѩןçܭӇՆܭc۸aМ3ْӈѪ֎˩ܭנЊܭȷΥ¬ȍ®8՞dڸܭȸdՇܭŊωĊܭŉٓ ÁċܭܧĕġČĚĝܭՈ͂ٔܭʬܭĻՉʭʮȹӉЋܭӊ˪ܭŀѫ˺ӧҏҐƇÄͺӋѬĪȑè
ٕ-ʯѭܭڹܙܭЌܭٖסںǴ ЍԘϛܭܚ۰ͻ6̓ܭÅ̈́(˻ܭӨϵӌ۱λj֏ܭǵʰȺ¦ڻ,Ģ
Ėč

ŌܭڼЎ ܭܛӍÔܭ۲ͼڏ- ȻٗܭmBܭԙӎ֜өܭӏ˫ܭƈܭĶ1ǶÍЏʱѮÆܭӐۙʲՊܭ۳ͅΪ͆ܜܭӑܭڽƉףעʳ֝ܭƊܭǷƣܭӒˬܭԚսۚΰ̊ʴé
ԛՋ˕ڋǸ٘ͽӓѯêܭՌܭ۹eА3چΙӔѰĎܭīǹǺ §ȼμ̋ϜÕëܭھܝܭБƋܭܞѱϝܭܟÒ;͇͈ٙϞȽܭƌܭķӕǻڿВʵ҉ͿܭڇѲܭ6ܭפʶѳٚ՚\ٛ˭ܭܠ
ܡӖܭۀГ ÅƍΠܭٜ͉Ǝٝܭٞ͊+ܭʷѴٟσ&ܭӗǼÌОʸѵÇܭ.ܭԜՍۛΜʹiYȾܭӘՎʺ¿!ܭJÂʻȿď ܭŅ٠͋ʼ֡΄ ܢܭÎܭДÉץ١¡ܭɀہǽ
٢͌ܭĸәJۈЕʽѶ٣ܭuѷܭյƏI٤WMܭˮӚւĐ

Ęđ

ŁѸܭ٥kʾܭʿۜfҊܭڈ٦͍Ɛ٧ܭۂܣܭ۴٨͖ϟɁܭƑܭĹӛǾۃЖSõö÷qܭÐ͎ӜgܭӝՏܭνܭԝƒډøѹܭ٩͏ˀܭǇƓܭק΅צӞ˯ܭ?ܭԞբΨyϫˁ̌˂ì
ԟՐڍǿ٪ΆѺíܭՑۺ(ܭԠ٫ӟîܤܭӠܭۄЗרۅ٬ܭԡ֑۞·P˃ܭƔܭԢվ۠̍ܭϠ ̎ܭȀ ´ƕξΈѻ̏˼ܭ˄͐٭ܭӡ۵Ρҍ̐
ο˽ӪփƖٮΉѼܭIѽȁ˅ֆΊ̑ˆܭƗȂ͑ܭɂΤׯȃղܭˇٯȊƢܭӢ˰ܭԣտ۟αˈ̒Qï    ܭՒˊۻˉܭИԤڐӣѾģ
ܩ

ٰpˋܭԥրۡh̓]ðܭԦՓӤڎȄٱѿܭܬ¥ˍۼˌܭЙԧڊx1ҀܭƘ°˘֞ˎשĦ

ܪ

·͒gܭ˱ܭܥٲܭĺȓКҁٳħ

ܫ

ٴpܭɃ ˏٵñܭCËÀ͓ Քòܭƙ҂Ʉܭƚ՟Z"תːˑĨ
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Û͏ݟ՛xŰکλ1Mμԝݟһ˿͐ؠݟɦݟű۸͑ڪҼÊݟѕȴݟŲȵȶ֝ ɧɨءݟҽݟɩųǢFآ»ݟɪ՜Łݟ7Js

ݝ

aݟy³ɫËbIݟ#֠ؗګνіݟ أݟݟїŴWì֘@ݟҾ'ݟWݟŕҿpۀЫAҷXإ͒ؤݟýܕݟΊ[͓ۿ֙ݟہ$ŵIϒŅݟϨ ҺŶڬξÄј
§ɬϽ̀ݟԞַܑο«z̨{ȷ ݟӀ՝ݟԟ֚ԖئǣYɭȸþܖݟϐ)?ݟљ7ǎ ͔اݟɮݟť'̚πnɯݟӁ́ݟçɰݟŨԠɱǤŷ¬ݟŏ-ۂ,ɲϾݟبݟŸؓؔɳܺݟאӂۃ՞
ȥ¯ǆ±ݟ'ݟԡָ܀H«̩@ÿ ݟԢ՟˸ڭǥةӃњĀݟӄՠݟɴ|ܬЬԣتΌћĚ

ĺě

Šќثݟɵݟɶ}܁ѝݟجŹݟŖǦۄЭɷݟحӅաݟźݟԤӆׅ¢¼ў͕خݟB֩ӇݟϳܗݟρGE ȹۅݟtɸբݟЮۆϿدԥЀɹݟȺΎבǧ֪5ɺݟȲŻϧݟӈ̂
ԦÍϓ܂ςЗɻ̪ɼāݟԧգÆڻǨذΏÂџ^ݟӉդ~ܭ ݟЯԨá©´Ăݟɽżǩ͖ݟȦŽϤ¼ݟDݟԩÐîϟ̫ăݟԪե رɾǪڽӊѠĄݟӋզܮݟɿаԫزΐӌ´ݟбגۇWݟǏʀ
דԬ էcسЪ)ݟӍ̬̭ʁȻ`

ļĜ

šѡ͗شݟCݟʂ܃ʃѢݟص2ӎ֥ÞΑѣݟ ݟהžݟŗӏrëв+ݟضſ֫ܘݟΒطG͘ʄЁȼݟѤݟȽUǫ֬Üʅ!ݟИƀΓєݟ.̃ݟÈըΔïϠʆ̮ą ݟԭРڼǬھӐѥĆݟӑթ
ʇܯʈгԮڮσӒѦćݟʉƁǭ͙וݟʊԯƂժƃ=ݟظƄϥݟ̄ݟ֞ϔðϛʋ̯ʌĈ    ݟQÌܰݟʍдԱگτӓѧܙݟΕ͚عҸ͛غݟƅݟػŘӔǮۈеʎѨؼ
жéÒݟؽl$ݟÑԲիdؾʏЂܻ̱̰½ݟĝ

ĽĞ

ŮӕݟۉзݟؿזۊԳլӖȾۋǯ?͜ـݟʐݟԴֹ܄ϡʑ̲ʒ ݟЃ ݟn¸ÝxиԵË8,ʓÇی4óܚݟΖݟ͝فZ͞ʔܛݟΗ͟͠قRЄȿªP̳ݟӗ̅ݟǋܼݟřӘǰìѓѩك
òәЅʕݟխݟϺѪݟԶƆĲݟلӚѫ͡مݟʖݟmƇחυؐݟӛ'ݟgݟÈ֟ϕܓA̴ ] ݟԷծنʗǱهѬĉݟӜկݟʘܱʙ±Ըäϙ-ѭğ
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ǖǝƼ ࢸࢹǴ·ࠍچѵ֍Ѷ֎ВࢻĩڇΈϵڭڬѷ֏ГƊĪࢻīۂӳȸѸДǅņĺࢻñࢻĻļʪ֑ˎ֒ڈҽЕĬࢻѹČЭࢻ/1-6> ࢻɪ࢙ࢻªҝΉࢻࠨܠɽӎʫࢻԫȹ֓ܡ
v࢚֔\¯EÚЖࢻčBȺ^ࢻˉä×ܢѺ߀ࠩ߁Ίù4ࢻː֕ɠúƋࢻԬɾ ˶ѻΌܣƽࢻۃϫԆʬ߂ܤƾࢻѼ˷"ֶࠆҗϬҘφƌࢻ߃ܥȻ߄Ύܦeࢻ¦ۄΏ۟ࢻ ƍࢻ˸>ɡüࢻѽ߅ЮƎࢻࢻډº ࢻܧ#(>ȼ࢛
ԭrׇ׆ΐࢻڊЯȽ߆ܨΑࡔْۣࢻڋҾΒÕ߇ࢻĎ& ࢻȾ߈ࢻࠪܩɿӏ¢ˋ ǆ
ǗǞƿ ĭǵܬܫݚܪѾ֖Əࢻ     ԮΓȿÜࢻܭŎɀŖࢻˑΔ֗߉ߊࢻܮа7^ࢻɰࢻҿࢻ࢜ėVࢻçßܰܯΕܱܲ»Q֘Ɛࢻʭࠫܳ_˹Ěfࢻࢻڌʮ֙ďؘڢÇƑ
ࡰбߋCࢻڍв?Ӵ˺ࢻʀ࢝ࢻ࢞QĘࢻ࢟ࢻڎ࠾!ࢻڣÌلÇĞΖΗܴǨࢻŏʁŗࢻ˻SʯࠬԯΘÜࠇûࢻߌгĐࢻࢠá࠭ࢻ²pࡕΙࢻࢻ)Κ©zࢻۉЗ&ߍࢻߎࢻQ č8ӂƒࢻ д8ߏࢻĝ؆ࢻеɁࡖΛࢻɂ
ڏѿИжߐࢻߑࢻRࢡمƓࢻࡱࢻߒࢻڐз(ˇ&ࢻࢢâࢻ0s'|(` |{֚˼ࢻ2ʰŘࢻ"Op>(Ck\|ߓиߔࢻйɃࡗΜࢻʂΝ%ÎࢻنӵʱΞ˽ࢻҥ-ࢻߕкΟࢻهøǸܵܶҀâƔ
9aܷࠈ˾ࢣƕࢻࢻڑʲ.ַࠉګOÈࢻϜࢻɚָࢤࢻߖшࢻوlóĔࢥǀ
ǘǟh ĮǶڒ؇ʳΠܸܹΡܺĽľࢻ@wࢻݕx࠰ࢦࢻۓىʴ# ݟWࢻê۔ʵ˿ĕܻړƖࢻԱ%ߗлM̀ӶЙ¶$0ƗࢻKɄߘΣڤҙyӷܼƘࢻ æڔʶ_ҁʷ üƙࢻ\Τ&־ҧٓ࠱@ýƚࢻܽĝߙ!Իƛࢻ؈ò
ãĐмΥࢻڕҪӖΦࢻɅʸߚ҂ࡘ҃ߛࢧƜࢻϝࢻɫࢨࢻܾäۤeࢻϭؙƝࢻ؉*ࢻږ#࡙ӸࢻϞࢻ¥Ɇԍߜࢩࢻ؊'ࢻڗÏϮSòËɇÉ¾ߝğƞࢻࡲнzߞܿ؋bΧژƟࢻࡳ(ߟ²،aߠࢻҵߡ{_֛҄؍ǁ
ǚǈǂ ĿŀǼ࠲įࢻࢻڙİǽå࠳ښŁłࢻĂCsԊ)ࢻԲ Ɉ֜ࢻŐӀࢻߢоΨࢻʹɉ݀Ωࢻ؎ϟࢻɊ֝ࢻΪ֞ࠊҚߣĜřࢻߤпΫࢻ<֟ą҅ĉࢪࢻ֠ɤ#́ࢻ%>ߥрࢻ݁࠴ʃê?ÓɋƠࢻɌ݂ࢻࡴάࢻɍ݃ࢻFߦ݄
ϠϯÁʺέ۠ơࢻӄ[ԳþƢࢻöĘ ҟ;Áqí¿݅ࢻ҆'/֡Yƣࢻ̂ۅيήʻχYSࢻڛɎ֢̃ࢻ݆࠵ʼί݈݇ࢻڜʽԴֹًG݉ࢻɏϡϢҰ[݊ƤࢻUɱÐߧƥࢻɐ֣ࢫ
ٌɯ`֤ïWс¼Tࢻ؏óࢻӐؐ½ׄđࢻ࡚֥`ࡂࢻĒ ࢻࡵÂ:³ࢻ5l| Ijࢬࢻ ࢻࢻëɑࢭۥhࢻ ǯϰࢻߨтΰࢻٍαڲÿM֦ࢻ֧Ե$̄ࢻ҇֨ࢻߩуβࢻγֺĔ҈ߪĞࢻ҉߫½ࢻф<}ࢻڝL
ҊØҋǹºĖHࢻôࢻ5֩ࢻ¡+ࠋҌ߬ࢮƦࢻŃŇě ࠶ıࢻɒÙࢻĲࢯؑࡀڳńࢻ6ӹÿࢻԶɬĀࢻࢰ ࠷ࢻڞԷَӺؒࢱδεݍƧࢻКÚ ݎƨࢻڟ%ُڠ¢ݏζ֪߭߮ҍ࡛£ú ʾؓ֫ā࠸ӻǱɓÛ߯ݐg
ɔʿˀ࠹֬|֭߰ࢻɭࢻ߱ēؔԸࢲݑƩࢻ´ ԇ࠺̅Ҏ֮«ࢻɕ֯ğְؕηࢻࡶхàࢻݒθӅῐࢻӁࢻɮࢳࢻ࠻ݓˁBࢻ˂ɖì}ˏ߲ࢴࢻɗ߳ࢻ|ֽࢵࢻߴҳࢻėۊЛࢻߵцκࢻ¡کӼλɘֱ߶
߷Ҵμࢻِ¤ڪҫّݔࢻ̇ؖν˃ҮÂ ̈ࢻчۆҦׅǃ
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ҟŤmБάťƫֻ֜͠Ŧտŧ̳ʹŨƬ͡Ȥֻ Ԁֻԁ˜7ֻcѷ˃ƕЂ͙ũtAВέֻήֻԂ˝ֻʵїKP̴Ё?ֻԃГћ˸ǣ"¢ֻ
ľ@ӭֻ՟ќBƻnֻʪֻuȥҹԄ˹΅Дίֻ֝(Ҡֻ͵̵Ά˺z>ǱֻÈֻԷȦֻ՞ֻj8Ҭ 5ֻ&#=%Ɩ`ը,Ҙִֻ ÅֻÊ¹ËºֻԅЕֻƼջҮΰԢÞֻ
Çµ Ŀ˞9ֻÌ»Í¼ֻù͢ȧƽԆ˻Жαֻ˼βֻœӨЗγҺ͌£
Î¤ īթƭ̶ƾֻ2ЃǲֻkҭրŪԇȨֻ ʿδǳ\˄ֻИʫֻЙƿ ֻ·ժ˽ǀCj)Mֻ ȩεՉu˾Ȫһֻ IǤͶիǴD˅ֻ ƮլvֻζКwֻͷ̷Έ˿Ԉșֻ ԉЛֻĝ̸Pūխ͚ȫȬֻėȭηМӳŬ
ćҡȮTֻã ֻ֞ĭ*ǧ͍ȯֻƝǵֻ&Ƕ̀ ֻ4ծѸ͎ˆֻÏ½Ð¾ֻҢͣ/ԭǷֻԊНֻԸֻúLǁՊОUֻ͏ֻŋĔθҼFb¥
Ø¦ ŀ˟ֻăȰǂ#ֻ́ YֻŌEөЇֻ͐ ̂ιǃNկǸ̃Vˇֻ ƯհԋֻκПxֻ ̹Ή̄Ԯǹֻ ՠֻ ԹȱֻȲͤ8ǄԌֻ̅ ŭǺΟxWֻ ưֻ֟Ժȳֻ~ō̆ӬλҽFμֻ Ú
ǅ̇ՋoַĮŮǆ̈νȴֻĘȵξ ҾˠůֻĈңȶοֻäŰָֻ֠Ğ̺ͺ֍ ձ͛ȷֻ*πǻֻğ+Ǽ̉n§
Ù¨ àֻŒĖРρҿֻ͑Ąͻʞ$͊Сςֻ êТΜΝ̊ӀӁ̋УXֻǇФΠղSHǈűԍB pֻ ƱȸգʡYֻԻȹֻŔrǫσӂ̌τֻ ûOȺǉԎ̍hυֻëХRRGӃӄ̎φֻƞǽֻա
Цʶǥ̻,ͥӅֻЧѹֻ:ΊѝOШ֡Ȼȼӆ©ֻƗUǾֻ94=#˯ȽֻdʬʹǊCŲͦqֻѺֻȾўe֢ȿɀ ֻЩʭֻԼɁֻì̏ՌɂӇֻЪʮį1ǋ̐χɃֻę;ψЫӈˡųֻĠŴǿA!ωֻĉѻɄɅϊ
åŵֻ֣ŶϋȀֻġ̼ͼ֎ŷռʚֻ-όȁ¸dѼֻƟֻ֤ԏˢɆѽֻΌџQ֥ʢֻҤѠҥӮύy(Սցɇֻ ŸˈʥԐֻЬѾֻЭԽɈѿֻѡɉҰֻƔʸͽ̽ŹԯȂֻ ֏|ˣֻԾɊ
Ҧˉƣȗ̑ώˊֻЮҀֻGTֻ-ֻ֦źֻ֧ҁɋŻԵ5ֻԑֻԿɌֻąQʟՎZֻ̒ϏֻŕӪЯϐrDІª
ĸ« ŎԨаϑӉֻ͆üͧ<ǌՏб[ֻíeΡ ӊfZֻǍвΎΏվ̓ǎżՐгϒӋֻ֑̔Հֻîɍϓ҂ֻʺֻ҃ŁɎǏˤֻƘȃֻïHւֻ͋=дֻ҄J{"ֻʤkͨе֨ɏɐֻł̕Žϔž
ýѢѣӌ ĕˮӴϕֻ Ń˥ɑֻĪ0ՑgVƚֻͩ ňжԒɒֻáԓֻčзΐֻ ďϖӍՒԧպԱֻ иֻ̖҅$ӧֻ ɓΑѤй֩ʣֻ &̓Ǧ˦.ɔֻͪ + 7-= İճƲɕ]ӎyɖ̗ϗֻ ń˧
"2'%= 08,= (.=̘բֻ ɗΒѥ;ј֪ɘəֻ ı֫ſϘֻ :=ͫȄɚƨÑֻ );/=5= * 1= ! =ð˨Ɯͬɛϙˋɜֻ ŇĹֻ 3
ĲpѦкϚӯֻñɝϛԔɞֻ҆ʻֻ҇ò̙փ̚ǐֻø=Ӥ̛ˌ\ óϜԲ҈ֻʼ҉ֻþͿʙǑԕ̜ϝֻϞȅֻĐ[ քՓcϟֻĳɟӥ:Ƣǒ˩ֻôÿđĴ õɠ]#ɡҊֻʽҋֻĺɢմҧ
/ϠȆֻ ĢлȇɣΓֻ ĀͭɤǓ՜љϡӏֻ öĻĩֶֻ Ҍֻ Éֻ ɥΔѧͮ֬ɦɧֻ āҍIǔֻ ģ̝Ϣˍֻ Ņ˪ֻ æҨϣϤƠֻ ÷ɨԳҎֻ ʾҏֻ %յӦ|̞Ǖɩֻ Ďŉļ
ĬȈնǖԣ̾мϥֹֻĆƛɪƳно͜¬ֻĤпȉɫΕֻĽɬͯɭǗvЈֻϦȚgҐֻϧֻ֭рՁɮґֻɯΖѨͰс֮ɰֻҚʜѩҩ!ϨԩՔօֻ ƀˎɱԖֻтҒֻ ՂɲғֻѪɳҔӐуϩ
Ɓʷ̿ƂԗɴȊֻ<6=Ճ;Κ¶ֻҪˏƃҞ͒ːֻҕֻ̟Ϫֻ+Єֻ֯֒Ƅְֻ·ͱƅwȋֻzфֻՄɵֻĂÆǘՕh_ֻ̠Xֻŏē ^!͓
Û® ĒϫֺѫɶұϬֻֆхԘ͇aˑֻѬlǩ<qӰӑֻEWֻՅɷֻÒ¿ÓÀֻɸͲɹǙԙ̡цϭֻ ̢Ϯֻ՝=ֻŖӫч_Ӓ̣ϯֻṳ̈̌Ֆɺӓֻ шʯֻĊҖɻɼϰֻçƆֱֻĥ04ӔщϱֻĵƇǨ̈́ϲɽ
Ěɾϳiӕ˭)ֻƈ`ȌֻĦ̀֓Ɖշ͝ɿʀֻƊӖֻΗѭƤȍֻԚъֻӗԪԤ̥֔Ȏʁ¯
Ü° âƴӱaԶֻևыϴ˒ֻѮlǪӘӲәֻ̦ϵֻՆʂֻÔÁÕÂֻʃͳʠь϶ֻ ֻ͔ՇʄֻŐ̧ӚǛboֻ͕ ų̈̀ՙʅ ֻэʰֻċҫʆϷֻèƋֲֻ'1ȏ̩ӛю^ֻĶƌǝ͖ʇ
ěʈϸ Ӝ˫ֻ2ϹȐֻ'JN֕ƍսʉʊֻƧֻǞяΘѯƥȑֻԛѐֻӝԫԴ֖̪Ȓʋ±
Ý² Ŋё{9ҙֻʌȓոǟƎ՚ђϺֻѰҗѓ˓ҝֻֻ͗ՈʍֻÖÃ×ÄֻʎʏǠ՛fϻֻ$=ԥ@ʐֻő̫Ӟ3 Љ̬ϼֻ3́$̭ʑӟֻєʱֻČқʝʒϽֻéƏֳ³ֻħƐȔ̮ӠѕϾֻß.ǡ͘ʓ
Ĝ>ϿіӡˬƑֻơȕֻĨ͂֗ƒչ͞ʔֻƓӢֻ ΙѱƦֻԜiֻӣԬԝʕ̯֘Ȗʖ´
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VɌӂΡ͑Է Ũ:̳ˉѾӃs_Է ƆԚԷ ҲǳԷ Ĺ˃ѳ5͒яʜ͓Է ÉԷ 4ˇӄѐ©ğŰ˘ǴԷ ċ͔ɿ ԴԷ þ@ɉ͕Է ÔŉԛԷ &ˆ˨ԊŊӻǵǶԷ ŋ͖ǃ
đŌ8ʝёΣ®
Æ¯ ÏĳԷԋнӠ͗ԷƲ̴ӽˈō҉KΤdђԷ ˙Ɨ˩ӱǄʞaHԷ ?˪ɍӘΓ6Է 6̵Ӳ͘ʟ3 ӅΥѓԷ ԌҳԷĺPѴưt͙єʠ`Է í˫EƘӆΦ͚ԷØq̙̚RѕіʡΧ͛
ųǅԷ ʢӛԷ ΨɝƙK)̎їԷ ΩЄԷɆ̬ϪˬΪԜɑ¨Է ŴǆԷ ԍʣҴԷ ҵǷԷ Ϋɞ*˭јԷ άЅԷǸ̛ϫYέԝɒљԷ ήɚԷҶǹԷ ÙʤӇǺzԷ ίɛԷĠŎƚˮ͜Է Č͝ѻŏ
Ē.ǗʥѼ͞$Է ÿеǻ͟ԷÕŐԞԷ ŵǇԷ &ˑԎőӼɓԷ  ǛԷ -ԟԷ nIІԷ Ǽ[Ϭ˯ΰԠɔԷ жϭЪѹaҤOԁǽԷ ŒɯǾbҊԷ αЇԷ JwԷ Ϯǿт͠
œɡNŭ ɏԷԏʦҞʈԷҷȀ̜ԷЈȁɰЯ˚ɱԷЉԷ˛ԷŔ͡ԡԷԐ+ԢԷЫ=ŀŕҭԷҋβԷҸȂԷîȃƛҌʧγ͢Է LΑԷľњƜ fћ˜°
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ȉ̡ϰWκԤȊȋѡԷ λɜԷ(ΎԥԷϱЊʬԂŘҏԷ ƠμпnШ+ʭoͨԷ Mͩ˲Ӵ9iɲԷ ƇӵԷdҐԷ̒N:Է ! Է ÛĭÜčԷŶǊ·νԷŷԷ ξҹЋԷ ̢ϲ˳οԦɕ
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STATE OF WISCONSIN
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE


17 W. Main Street
P.O. Box 7857
Madison, WI 53707-7857
www.doj.state.wi.us

Josh Kaul
Attorney General

Gabe Johnson-Karp
Assistant Attorney General
johnsonkarpg@doj.state.wi.us
608/267-8904
FAX 608/294-2907

October 11, 2021

Mr. Michael Gableman
Special Counsel
200 South Executive Drive, Suite 101
Brookfield, WI 53005
Re:

Subpoenas issued to the Wisconsin Elections Commission

Dear Counsel:
I represent the Wisconsin Elections Commission (“the Commission”) and its
Administrator Meagan Wolfe in connection with two subpoenas recently issued from
your office: one to Administrator Wolfe, served October 1, 2021; the second directed
to the Commission, served October 6, 2021. As our office has made clear in recent
communications with your office, the Commission and Administrator Wolfe stand
ready to comply with lawful and appropriately tailored subpoenas regarding relevant
concerns about election administration. To that end, the Commission will be
providing numerous documents contemplated by the subpoenas, subject to the
significant substantive objections discussed herein.
As a threshold matter, we have significant concerns about the highly unusual
manner in which this investigation is unfolding. Over the past two weeks, your office
issued numerous subpoenas to officials in five large Wisconsin cities, the Commission,
and the Commission’s Administrator, purporting to compel testimony on
wide-ranging election-related topics, as well as the production of potentially millions
of documents. In many instances, media accounts of these subpoenas were hours, if
not a full day, ahead of the actual service of the subpoenas. Until late last week, the
subpoenas themselves and their cover letters were the only communications we have
received from your office.
However, since the subpoenas were served, we learned that your office was
effectively withdrawing the subpoenas issued to all municipal officials and instead
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only seeking reproduction of documents previously produced pursuant to public
record requests. Having only learned of these changes secondhand and through the
media, we sought clarification from your office regarding the scope of the nearly
identical subpoenas issued to the Commission and Administrator Wolfe, to determine
if and how your office intends to proceed under those subpoenas. While your staff
recently confirmed that your office now seeks the same reproduction of previously
produced public records, we have not received written confirmation of that modified
expectation, despite the return date for one of those subpoenas coming at the end of
this week.
As noted, the Commission and Administrator Wolfe will be producing
numerous documents based on your office’s recent representation about the current
scope of what is expected under the subpoenas. Going forward, we ask that your office
communicates directly with ours to ensure that this process will proceed lawfully,
efficiently, and professionally.
In addition to these process-related problems, the recent subpoenas present a
number of substantive issues that will need to be resolved before Administrator Wolfe
will appear to testify under oath. These issues are described below.
Some of these are concerns of a constitutional magnitude, including issues of
due process related to the breadth of the inquiry and the topics of testimony. Other
problems relate to the authority under state statutes and rules to compel testimony
in the manner called for in the subpoenas. In addition, the subpoena’s document
requests include demands that are overly broad, vague, unduly burdensome, and
redundant of existing or already concluded investigations or inquiries.
We will await communication from your office regarding a proposal to resolve
these deficiencies.
I.

This investigation must comply with constitutional protections, including due
process and the separation of powers.
A.

Due process mandates that any subpoenas clearly and explicitly define
the documents and testimony to be compelled.

First, your office’s investigation, including all subpoenas, must comply with
the United States and Wisconsin Constitutions and with federal and state statutes.
At the constitutional level, any investigation and required testimony must comply
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with the requirements of due process and must respect the separation of powers
between the three branches of state government. The current investigation and
recent subpoenas raise serious concerns as to both protections.
The authority of the Legislature to investigate, “broad as it may be, is not
without limit.” Gibson v. Fla. Legislative Investigation Comm., 372 U.S. 539, 545
(1963). The fact that the general scope of an inquiry may be authorized and
permissible does not mean that investigators are “free to inquire into or demand all
forms of information.” Id.
Just like in any other context in which a witness is required to testify under
oath and on penalty of perjury or contempt, due process requires that the subject be
informed of the subject of questioning “with the same degree of explicitness and
clarity that the Due Process clause requires in the expression of any element of a
criminal offense.” Watkins v. United States, 354 U.S. 178, 209 (1957). To avoid this
“vice of vagueness,” the authorizing committee and any authorized agents must make
clear the “question under inquiry.” Id. (citation omitted). Neither the resolution that
authorizes this investigation, nor the recent subpoenas (discussed below), nor the
informal communications from your office are sufficiently clear to avoid this “vice of
vagueness.”
The authorizing resolution, 2021 Assemb. Res. 15, directs the Assembly
Committee on Campaigns and Elections to “investigate the administration of
elections in Wisconsin.” This extreme sweep is narrowed only slightly by limiting the
inquiry to the past three years. During that time, there have been multiple elections
conducted across Wisconsin, including its 72 counties and 1,850 municipalities.
Such “[b]roadly drafted and loosely worded” resolutions give investigators an
impermissible amount of discretion, inviting actions that are either not in accordance
with the authorizing committee’s intention, or not even sufficiently related to lawful
exercises of the legislative power. Watkins, 354 U.S. at 201. It is therefore imperative,
both for potential witnesses as well as any court that might review the matter, that
the scope of the inquiry be properly defined. See id.; see also Gibson, 372 U.S. at 545.
Like the authorizing resolution, the recently issued subpoenas also provide
nothing close to the “explicitness and clarity” necessary to compel testimony under
oath. Although the recent subpoenas, unlike the resolution, seek evidence related
only to the November 2020 general election, each subpoena nonetheless lists as
possible topics of inquiry “potential irregularities and/or illegalities related to the
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Election.” (Emphasis added.) Even when limited to November 2020, that includes
nearly 2,000 separately administered elections throughout the state. Not only that,
the subpoenas purport to demand testimony “including, but not limited to” this
already sweeping topic.
Recent communications from your office also have not meaningfully narrowed
the otherwise overbroad requests. Indeed, until we receive written confirmation
about your office’s updated expectations, we can only rely on the written subpoenas
that your office has issued.
The “sweeping and uncertain scope” of the resolution and subpoenas casts
great doubt on whether they could “withstand an attack on the ground of vagueness.”
Watkins, 354 U.S. at 209. These concerns must be addressed before Administrator
Wolfe can appear to testify under oath.
B.

The constitutional separation of powers prohibits the Legislature from
conducting law enforcement investigations.

In addition to these due process concerns, the current investigation and recent
subpoenas also raise concerns related to whether your office is appropriately
exercising the investigative power of the legislative branch of state government.
Because the powers of investigation and subpoena by the Legislature are justified
solely as a necessary corollary to the lawmaking process, those powers are subject to
several limits. Most notable here, a subpoena from the Legislature, one of its
committees, or any authorized agent “is valid only if it is ‘related to, and in
furtherance of, a legitimate [legislative] task.’” Trump v. Mazars USA, LLP,
140 S. Ct. 2019, 2031–32 (2020) (quoting Watkins, 354 U.S. at 187). This means that
a legislative subpoena cannot issue “for the purpose of ‘law enforcement,’ because
‘those powers are assigned under our Constitution to the Executive and the
Judiciary.’” Id. at 2032 (quoting Quinn v. United States, 349 U.S. 155, 161 (1955)).
This is just as true under the Wisconsin Constitution as it is under our federal
Constitution. Under the state Constitution, the legislative power includes the powers
“to declare whether or not there shall be a law; to determine the general purpose or
policy to be achieved by the law; [and] to fix the limits within which
the law shall operate.” Koschkee v. Taylor, 2019 WI 76, ¶ 11, 387 Wis. 2d 552,
929 N.W.2d 600 (alteration in original) (quoting Schmidt v. Dep’t of Res. Dev.,
39 Wis. 2d 46, 59, 158 N.W.2d 306 (1968)). The Legislature thus has “the authority
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to make laws, but not to enforce them.” Id. (quoting Schuette v. Van De Hey,
205 Wis. 2d 475, 480–81, 556 N.W.2d 127 (Ct. App. 1996)).
Contrary to these limits, the resolution that authorized this investigation,
2021 Assemb. Res. 15, appears pointedly focused on law enforcement, not lawmaking.
The resolution asserts that action is needed because “the integrity of our electoral
process has been jeopardized by election officials who, either through willful
disregard or reckless neglect, have failed to adhere to our election laws by, at various
times, ignoring, violating, and encouraging noncompliance with bright-line rules
established by the statutes and regulations governing the administration of elections
in Wisconsin.” Setting to one side the fact that similar allegations concerning the
2020 election have been repeatedly and unanimously rejected as baseless by both
state and federal courts, the plain language of the resolution is focused not on
supplying the Legislature with information pertinent to future legislative efforts to
improve Wisconsin’s election statutes, but rather on enforcing compliance with
existing “bright-line rules.” The language of the resolution thus is plainly directed at
the executive function of law enforcement, not at facilitating future legislative
activity.
Recent public comments from your office about the purportedly legislative
nature of this investigation do little to remedy the problems inherent in the
authorizing resolution. For one, as noted previously, the process by which this
investigation is being administered (namely, via social media and press accounts) is
problem enough. More to the point, these informal changes cannot transform the
investigation into something other than what the authorizing resolution directed.
The people of Wisconsin (to say nothing of the witnesses whose testimony your office
has purportedly compelled) are entitled to be shown the lawful, legislative purpose
for this investigation.
The Commission and Administrator Wolfe will of course comply with any
lawful and appropriately tailored subpoenas in furtherance of a valid legislative
purpose. We therefore await further communication from your office regarding how
you propose ensuring that the investigation will adhere to these limitations.
II.

This investigation must comply with Wisconsin Statutes defining the lawful
scope of any legislative investigation.

Second, separate from the problems of vagueness and the scope of this
legislative inquiry, it is at best questionable whether your office has authority under
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the relevant state statutes and rules to compel sworn testimony as currently
demanded. The recent subpoenas direct government officials, on penalty of contempt,
to testify at a private location outside the context of a hearing of the Assembly
Committee on Campaigns and Elections, under whose name the subpoenas were
issued. Both subpoenas rely on Wis. Stat. § 13.31 as the sole basis to compel
testimony, and point to Wis. Stat. § 13.26(1)(c) as the basis for a charge of contempt
for failure to comply. Neither of the cited statutes authorize the current demand for
sworn testimony.
Wisconsin Stat. § 13.31 authorizes subpoenas compelling testimony “before
any committee of the legislature, or of either house thereof.” Wisconsin Stat.
§ 13.26(1)(c) then authorizes punishment for contempt where a witness refuses to
provide testimony ordered to occur “before the house or a committee, or before any
person authorized to take testimony in legislative proceedings.”
Nothing on the face of the recent subpoenas or any publicly available
documents demonstrates that the subpoenas comply with the terms of either statute.
The subpoenas call for testimony “before the Special Counsel or his designee . . . at
200 South Executive Drive, Suite 101, Brookfield, WI 53005.” We have seen nothing
to indicate that any testimony at the listed address would be “before the house or a
committee,” or that either “the Special Counsel or his designee” is “authorized to take
testimony in legislative proceedings.” See Wis. Stat. § 13.26(1)(c). Thus, we have seen
nothing to suggest that any testimony at the listed location would occur under the
circumstances required under Wis. Stat. §§ 13.26(1)(c) or 13.31.
The Legislature’s own rules make clear that the subpoenaed testimony could
not be deemed to occur before a committee, as the statutes require. Joint Rule 84(1)
provides that a committee may meet in the capitol on the call of the committee chair.
It further provides, in part, that a committee may meet at locations other than the
capitol, with the prior consent of all of the officers required by assembly rule, but that
each committee meeting “shall be given due public notice,” and that no committee
“may schedule an executive session outside the capitol unless the executive session is
held in conjunction with a public meeting of the committee.”
In short, based on currently available information about your office’s
investigation, the subpoenas’ calls for sworn testimony at an office in Brookfield are
not lawful under the controlling statutes and legislative rules. If your office intends
to compel testimony from Administrator Wolfe, any subpoena must comply with these
controlling statutes and rules.
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Related to the questionable authority for conducting hearings in a private,
closed forum is the issue of “use immunity” that your office recently raised in a media
report, stating that your office will grant immunity to anyone who provides
testimony. The source and scope of this purported immunity is at best unclear.
The immunity authorized under Wis. Stat. § 13.35 applies to a person who
testifies before either house or before a committee. See Wis. Stat. § 13.35(1). As noted
above, your office’s subpoenas to the Commission and to Administrator Wolfe, served
October 1 and 6, call for non-public depositions in a private office, unconnected to any
meeting of any house or committee of the Legislature. Wisconsin Stat. § 13.35 does
not give immunity to a person who testifies in such a deposition. In addition to
the lack of immunity under the statute, there appears no basis for your office
(a non-statutory position) to grant immunity to a witness.
III.

The subpoena’s specific demands are overbroad, vague, irrelevant, and unduly
burdensome.

Third, the subpoena’s specific demands for documents or testimony are also
objectionable on multiple grounds. The following, while not intended to be an
exhaustive list of substantive objections, provides a summary of the most serious
problems with the demands.
As noted above, both subpoenas demand documents and testimony “including,
but not limited to, potential irregularities and/or illegalities related to the [2020
General] Election.” The use of “but not limited to” makes this already broad demand
unlimited in scope. For this reason, the demand is objectionable as vague, overly
broad, and potentially irrelevant to any valid legislative purpose. The request is also
objectionable because it imposes an undue burden for Administrator Wolfe in
preparing to present effective, useful testimony, since the subpoena provides
absolutely no guidance about the possible matters on which she might be questioned.
These problems are hardly ameliorated by excising the “but not limited to”
proviso. The same goes for recent oral communications with your staff—until we
receive written communication confirming your office’s updated expectations, the
vague and overbroad subpoenas provide the only reliable indication of your office’s
expectations. Accordingly, before Administrator Wolfe can provide testimony either
in her capacity as Administrator or as the person most knowledgeable for the
Commission, the topics for testimony will need to be further narrowed and defined.
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Equally problematic, for all the same reasons, is the demand in the subpoena
to the Commission, served October 6, 2021, for testimony on the remarkably
overbroad topic of “The 2020 Election in Wisconsin.” This overbroad inquiry is barely
improved in subsequent individual demands, including demands for testimony on the
following wide-ranging topics:
x

“In-person voting in the 2020 election in . . . Green Bay, Madison, Racine,
Kenosha and Milwaukee as compared to statewide.”

x

“Absentee voting processes in the 2020 election in . . . Green Bay, Madison,
Racine, Kenosha and Milwaukee as compared to statewide.”

x

“Voter education programs in the 2020 election in . . . Green Bay, Madison,
Racine, Kenosha and Milwaukee as compared to statewide.”

Uniquely objectionable is the October 6 subpoena’s demand for all
“communications between the Wisconsin Election Commission and its officials or
employees, and with the officials or employees of the Cities of Racine, Kenosha,
Madison, Green Bay and Milwaukee and/or any other employee, representative agent
or other person affiliated with them, regarding or in any way related to the Election
in Wisconsin.” (Emphasis added.) For one, the italicized clause is vague as to whom
it is referring, particularly as to “them.” Moreover, the demand for all
communications “regarding or in any way related to the Election in Wisconsin” would
sweep in potentially tens of thousands of documents, many of which are simply
automatically created based on registration processes.
These objectionable demands must be narrowed before Administrator Wolfe
and the Commission can reasonably be expected to respond.
Finally, putting aside all the objections related to the overly broad scope,
vagueness, and irrelevance, the subpoenas appear to demand documents and
information that Administrator Wolfe already provided to the Assembly Committee
on Campaigns and Elections on March 24, 2021. Since it appears your investigation
is being conducted under that Committee, your office should already have many, if
not all, of the documents demanded from Administrator Wolfe and the Commission.
Despite the redundancy of these requests, we will re-produce those documents
as a show of Administrator Wolfe’s good-faith effort to comply with your investigation
to the greatest extent reasonably possible. This also seems to correspond with recent
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oral communications from your office about the scope of documents expected under
the subpoenas.
To be clear, given the problems related to the scope of the subpoenas’ requests,
Administrator Wolfe and the Commission are construing the subpoena’s demands as
seeking communications between the Commission and its staff and the Center for
Technology and Civic Life and any of its staff, officers, or agents; communications
between the Commission and its staff and the five relevant counties related to the
Center for Technology and Civic Life or similar entities; as well as documents
previously produced pursuant to public record requests related to the November 2020
election. We trust that your office will inform us, through a properly tailored
document request or other written communication, if additional documents are
required.
*****
As stated at the outset, Administrator Wolfe stands ready to provide testimony
and documents to the Committee in response to a lawful and appropriately tailored
subpoena. The recent subpoenas to the Commission and Administrator Wolfe,
however, suffer multiple shortcomings that must be resolved before any
representative of the Commission can testify or provide additional documents. We
appreciate your office’s recent communications seeking to address some of these
issues, and we respectfully urge you or your staff to continue working with our office
so we can resolve the remaining concerns without need for the Commission and
Administrator Wolfe to take further steps to protect themselves.
Sincerely,

Gabe
b Johnson-Karp
J h
K
Assistant Attorney General
GJK:ajw
cc:

Office of Special Counsel (via email)
Representative Robin Vos (via U.S. mail and email)
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For more information contact:
Rep. Brandtjen (414) 915-8425

October 11, 2021

MADISON - State Representative Janel Brandtjen (R-Menomonee Falls) issued the following
statement regarding Justice Gableman’s subpoenas to five Wisconsin mayors:
“Justice Michael Gableman does not speak for myself or for the Wisconsin Assembly’s Campaigns
and Elections Committee. The current subpoenas have not been approved by the Assembly’s
Campaigns and Elections Committee that Justice Gableman is supposed to serve, nor have the
subpoenas even been submitted to the committee. Like the public, the committee members learn
of Justice Gableman’s actions by radio interviews, newspaper reports and YouTube videos. His videos
must have had approved spending by the speaker, as I have not approved them.
I do not approve of the current list of subpoenas to the five Wisconsin Mayors, as this provides
immunity to them in any trial or criminal proceedings. Mayor Genrich of Green Bay allowed a nonprofit group to operate central count, provided this non-profit group keys to central count, and
issued a city ID to a partisan operative from New York. He has committed dereliction of duty and
should be held accountable. Providing him immunity after all the time it has taken to uncover his
actions will not serve justice. Speaker Vos stated in an interview that he is okay with providing
immunity to these Mayors; I am not.
Justice Gableman has recently defamed the Arizona Audit as ineffectual. If he had read the report,
he would have realized they discovered 17,000 duplicate ballots, 23,000 mail-in ballots from people
who no longer live at the listed address, and 9,000 more mail-in ballots received than sent. We are
not questioning how many ballots were counted; we are questioning the number of ballots that may
be fraudulent.
Justice Gableman and Speaker Vos continue to dismiss the need for a similar audit of physical ballots
and voting machines in Wisconsin. The Wisconsin Elections Commission does not consider routers
and splunk logs as part of the election materials, but they were recently made available at the Arizona
audit. Until we address these issues, questions will remain about tabulator hacking. Even Justice
Gableman seems to find it difficult to have a “comprehensive understanding of how elections work.”
A cyber forensic audit, including the recounting of physical ballots and an audit of the machines,
would finally rebuild trust in Wisconsin elections.”
###
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